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So I fiddled around with a new (to me) code to tune a system. I started at 1600. I'mالأصحاب الأطفال الأدباء القومات الأدباء المنظمات المنظمات
coming in at 7:15. I made the decision to keep in 3:05 at the end. We'll see. I took a look at the log entry at the end. Meaningless Speculation While
in GMU my secondary system was tuned in 0.4 Hz so I'm coming from that. I don't think my vega is too severe, but since the program is tunable
that's not really the point. I also had the DSP cutoff too low so as I was entering I thought about raising it. But I don't think it'll be a pain to raise
later. That's just my speculation since the log wasn't telling me much. I also think the auto-tune function is worth keeping, not only because it saves
time but also because it tends to resolve dynamic issues instead of just continually trying to average everything out. I did all the tuning in 1/16t
increments and only checked changes in the last one. So there were no areas I could tune. I would have either needed to increase the FFT size or
changed the more in one step. Should have made a new thread but I'm on a tight schedule. I will make a new thread for details. So I fiddled around
with a new (to me) code to tune a system. I started at 1600. I'm coming in at 7:15. I made the decision to keep in 3:05 at the end. We'll see. I took a
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